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            Abstract
The concept of hierarchical bottom-up structuring commonly encountered in natural materials provides inspiration for the design of complex artificial materials with advanced functionalities1,2. Natural processes have achieved the orchestration of multicomponent systems across many length scales with very high precision3,4, but man-made self-assemblies still face obstacles in realizing well-defined hierarchical structures5,6,7,8,9,10,11. In particle-based self-assembly, the challenge is to program symmetries and periodicities of superstructures by providing monodisperse building blocks with suitable shape anisotropy or anisotropic interaction patterns (‘patches’). Irregularities in particle architecture are intolerable because they generate defects that amplify throughout the hierarchical levels. For patchy microscopic hard colloids, this challenge has been approached by using top-down methods (such as metal shading or microcontact printing), enabling molecule-like directionality during aggregation12,13,14,15,16. However, both top-down procedures and particulate systems based on molecular assembly struggle to fabricate patchy particles controllably in the desired size regime (10–100 nm). Here we introduce the co-assembly of dynamic patchy nanoparticles—that is, soft patchy nanoparticles that are intrinsically self-assembled and monodisperse—as a modular approach for producing well-ordered binary and ternary supracolloidal hierarchical assemblies. We bridge up to three hierarchical levels by guiding triblock terpolymers (length scale ∼10 nm) to form soft patchy nanoparticles (20–50 nm) of different symmetries that, in combination, co-assemble into substructured, compartmentalized materials (>10 μm) with predictable and tunable nanoscale periodicities. We establish how molecular control over polymer composition programs the building block symmetries and regulates particle positioning, offering a route to well-ordered mixed mesostructures of high complexity.
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                    Figure 1: Preparation and configuration of soft colloidal building blocks (CBBs).[image: ]


Figure 2: Guided co-assembly across multiple hierarchical levels.[image: ]


Figure 3: Size-selective attachment and control of supracolloidal polymer chain length.[image: ]


Figure 4: Binary and ternary co-assemblies.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Experimental approach to prepare colloidal co-assemblies exemplified on s-SBM and SDMS.
a, First, the triblock terpolymers are dispersed separately in DMAc as a non-solvent for B and D, equalling bottom-up structuring of CBBs with different cores (B and D), yet identical ‘sticky’ S patch and stabilizing M corona. b, Both colloidal dispersions are mixed in specific ratios and stirred overnight to ensure homogeneous distribution. c, Co-dialysis into a non-solvent for the S patches induces collapse and aggregation. SDMS grows into extended linear colloidal polymers decorated by s-SBM units (M corona omitted for clarity). d, Final colloidal co-assemblies stabilized by the common M corona.


Extended Data Figure 2 Compartment sizes, polymer chains per CBB and CBB mixing ratios.
a, SBM with VS/VB = 1.70 and SDM with VS/VD = 0.68 result in b, monovalent SBM (Janus) and divalent SDMS units, respectively. CBBs are visualized after crosslinking of the remaining double bonds within the particle cores. c, Examples of spherical SBM clusters and linear SDMS colloidal polymers. d, Diagrams of CBB compartment volumes and surface area of associative patches. We determine the number of SBM units able to attach to the –S– segments of the SDMS colloidal polymers by calculating the volume and the diameter of the CBBs, assuming a spherical shape of B and S phases and considering the number of polymer chains per patch. The spherical SBM units are composed of (i) the body as the sum of the collapsed S patch (grey) and B core (black) and (ii) the M corona patch. The radius, RCBB, and the volume, VCBB, displaced by the CBB when aggregating into the –S– segments are estimated by combining the volume of S plus half of the volume of B (the dashed line marks RCBB). These assumptions are valid for the collapsed state, given the unfavourable interactions with the surrounding medium and the minimization of the interfacial energies.


Extended Data Figure 3 Loading capacity for decoration with spherical CBBs during co-assembly.
SDMS and s-SBM colloidal co-assemblies with increasing mixing ratios 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 and 35:1 of s-SBM:SDMS and corresponding co-assembly composition. a, At small excess, s-SBM:SDMS = 2:1, the –S– segments are only partly decorated. b, c, With increasing CBB ratio, the –S– segments of the colloidal polymers are more strongly occupied (4:1) (b) and at full capacity in a radial manner (8:1) (c). d, Above this ratio, no space remains on the colloidal polymer and only then does s-SBM start to form homo-clusters (35:1; football-like or raspberry-like homo-clusters adjacent to the colloidal co-assemblies). These observations fit well with our calculations, as a cylinder with d–S– ≈ 55 nm and w ≈ 24 nm can accommodate up to nine s-SBM units with dCBB ≈ 19 nm (πd-s- ≈ 173 nm; 173 nm/19 nm ≈ 9.1). Scale bars in insets are 200 nm (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)


Extended Data Figure 4 Co-assembly of s-SBM(y) and SDMS in dependence on the corona volume of the monovalent s-SBM(y) units (y stands for s, m or l).
Colloidal co-assembly occurs preferentially with matching onsets of aggregation that depend on the corona volume, which is tunable either by decreasing the block length of the corona block, rM = VM/(VS + VB), rM(s-SBM(l)) = 0.74, rM(s-SBM(m)) = 0.34, rM(s-SBM(s)) = 0.15, or by reducing the solvent quality, here the addition of propan-2-ol from 10 vol% to 40 vol%. Thereby, crosses indicate no co-assembly, circles the onset of co-assembly and tick marks effective and quantitative co-assembly. For detailed discussion see Methods. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)


Extended Data Figure 5 Timeline of CBB aggregation and response of CBB constituents on solvent composition.
a, Co-dialysis of CBBs (here SDMS and s-SBM(y)) from DMAc (squares) into acetone (circles)/propan-2-ol (triangles) mixtures (60:40 v/v) results in a continuous change of a multitude of polymer–polymer interactions as well as polymer block responses to the ternary solvent mixture. With progressing dialysis, DMAc is replaced by acetone/propan-2-ol, affecting the solubility of S/M corona patches. This induces the collapse into S patches and determines the onset of aggregation. Time-dependent 1H-NMR measurements were performed by drawing samples at specific intervals during dialysis to determine the solvent composition. b, TEM series exemplifying the timeline of aggregation on s-SBM(l) and SDMS. Up to 30 min, S corona collapses to form S patches, yet both CBBs are still stable due to stabilizing corona; after 30 min, SDMS (smaller M corona) aggregate; after 45 min, aggregation of SDMS proceeds, while s-SBM(l) is still stable (larger M corona, no co-assembly); at 60 min, s-SBM(l) aggregates and co-assembly takes place; up to 90 min, co-assembly is complete. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)


Extended Data Figure 6 Supporting images of colloidal co-assemblies composed of SDMS and s-SBM, m-SBM and l-SBM.
a, Optical microscopy image of colloidal co-assemblies 30 μm in length. b, c, TEM images of fully decorated –S– segments with s-SBM. d, e, Larger m-SBM units induce kinks due to lateral, alternating decoration and high volume displacement within the –S– segments. f, Zoom-out of rod-like colloidal oligomers end-capped with l-SBM. g, Magnification of f. h, The smallest possible co-assembly with [SDMS]1; that is, two end-caps attached to one SDMS unit. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)


Extended Data Figure 7 Length control of colloidal polymers via end-capping with l-SBM.
a, Without any l-SBM end-capper added, the SDMS units grow into remarkably extended superstructures several micrometres in length, exceeding 500–600 SDMS repeating units. The inset illustrates the segmented core and some occurrence of branching. The displayed image consists of an overlay of nine separate TEM images, because the superstructure was far too large for magnifications that were still able to resolve the nanostructure. The dashed box marks the part of the colloidal polymer that is shown in Fig. 3d. b, TEM images and frequency distributions (red bars) of 500 evaluated colloidal polymers for varying SDMS to l-SBM mixing ratios of 40:2, 20:2, 10:2 and 5:2. Scale bars, 5 μm. We count segments and multiply the resulting average value by the average segment length, Ln = 55 nm, to yield the average length of the co-assembly. Data are plotted against the normalized frequency and fitted by a Schulz–Flory frequency distribution (squares), F(L) = exp(−L/Ln)/Ln, showing a continuous decrease in the average length coinciding with the mixing ratio. The similar timescales of onset of aggregation combined with matching sizes of CBBs both promote efficient end-capping.


Extended Data Figure 8 Stability of [SDMS]m colloidal polymer versus SBT/[SDMS]m co-assembly in polar solvents.
Photograph of two colloidal solutions after dialysis into ethanol. Left: instant precipitation of the [SDMS]m colloidal homopolymer as a result of complete collapse of the M corona. Right: the SBT/[SDMS]m colloidal co-assembly is stabilized by the soluble T corona patches. Precipitation is not observed even after weeks.


Extended Data Figure 9 Colloidal molecules and two-dimensional network formation.
a, Co-assembly of four SBM with one SDTS CBB by means of collapsing S patches in acetone/propan-2-ol (60:40 v/v) yields colloidal molecules with one or two end-caps of the (SBM)2-(SDTS)-(SBM)2 type, permitting three or four nearest neighbours at every linking point in large-area networks. b, Co-assembly of six SBM with one SDTS CBB by means of collapsing S patches in acetone/propan-2-ol (60:40 v/v) yields colloidal molecules of the (SBM)3-(SDTS)-(SBM)3 type. c, Addition of propan-2-ol until acetone/propan-2-ol reached 20:80 (v/v) selectively collapses the terminal M corona, allowing two nearest neighbours at every linking point of the network in solution. On some occasions the network takes on the form of a distorted kagome lattice.


Extended Data Table 1 Characteristics of triblock terpolymers and CBBsFull size table
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        Editorial Summary
Patched-up assemblies
There is considerable practical interest in developing the tools to fabricate multicomponent artificial systems that mimic the hierarchical ordering seen in the natural world — complex biomaterials can be assembled from the simple but precisely defined molecular building blocks. André Gröschel and colleagues have developed a bottom-up approach that's a step in that direction. Previously they designed simple linear polymers that self-assemble in solution to produce monodisperse nanoparticles with well-defined interaction anisotropies — surface 'patches' that direct self-assembly of the particles into larger structures. Now they show that different polymers can be used in combination to produce coexisting nanoparticles of different symmetry and tailored to co-assemble into well-ordered binary and ternary hierarchical structures. Possible applications of this approach range from smart materials to photonics.
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